Goh’Nash
TNG era and beyond
A reptilian species native to the planet, Hokma V. Though referred to as
Hokmans by most people in the Alpha & Beta quadrants, they prefer the
name “Goh’Nash”. They are a large, tall species, averaging about 195 cm in
height, & 90 kg in weight. They are broad-shouldered & very muscular. They
have thick, scaled skin of a dark green, gray, or yellowish color with no hair on
their bodies. They have small yellow eyes with slit pupils. They have long
necks which they tend to crane their necks, keeping their heads in direct line
with their shoulders. Both male & female have deep, throaty voices.
COMMON NAMES
The Gho’Nash have short, rough names; as befits their culture & language. A
single name & no surname. The family line is traced through a male ancestor
similar to Klingons.
Male names: Eh, Gazz, Ok, Thet, Drotex, Ax
Female names: Sza, Ys, Gnuirth, Ry, Nahgie, Yhn, Rrys

EXAMPLE VALUE: I never forget an insult.
Attributes: Daring +2, Fitness +3, Reason -2.
TRAIT:
The Gho’Nash have a row of razor-sharp teeth in their upper & lower jaws.
Deadly Bite: The Gho’Nash mouth is teaming with bacteria. A bite-wound
from them is tantamount to poison. [Melee, 3CD, Intense, Debilitating,
Piercing 2] Natural Weapon (Claws): Their claws are as sharp as the blade
of a d’k tahg. [Melee, 1CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 2]
Talents:
Gho’Nash only or with GM's permission only.

Thick Epidermis
Requirement:
Gho’Nash have a very thick, seemingly impenetrable hide. The Gho’Nash
epidermis is 7 layers thick, yet very flexible. This provides them with a
potent natural armor. They gain resistance 3 vs weapons with Piercing
Damage effect and 2 vs all other forms of attack.

Incredible Willpower
Requirement:
The Gho'Nash are virtually impossible to frighten, or intimidate. Their will
is unbreakable. They cannot be bullied or tortured. They gain 3d20 to their
rolls to resist being threatened or intimidated & are immune to psionic
attacks.

Bloodeye
Requirement:
Gho’Nash also have the ability to shoot a steam of liquid (a mixture of
blood & urine) from the glands directly beneath their eye-sockets.
[Ranged, 1CD, Difficulty 3, Intense, Debilitating]. If successful, causes
blindness for 2 days/effect rolled.
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